
Who Is OpenLMS

Open LMS is your ultimate partner in building, maintaining, 
and upgrading your ideal learning management solution. 
Our extensive team of opensource LMS experts can help you 
build a unique learning and training environment to meet 
your needs and goals. This includes design, implementation, 
training, integrations, hosting, and management.

CLIENT SATISFACTION 
RATING98%

openlms.com

Support

We act as an extension of your team to help you 
work through the tricky parts of running a successful 
LMS. With unlimited support, our team is here to 
answer any question big or small. Whether you need 
input on a new plugin or you’re dealing with a sticky 
situation, our team will quickly help resolve your 
problem. Our goal is to provide a human response 
(not a bot!) in less than an hour, as the average 
response time to your request.

AWS Cloud Hosting

Experience the best-in-class hosting environment 
of Amazon Web Services (AWS), which provides 
you with the security, flexibility, and scalability 
you need. Our team is experienced in ensuring 
your hosting environment meets your growing and 
changing needs.

AVERAGE FIRST REPLY TIME 
TO SUPPORT REQUESTS

50MINUTE



What are the next steps?
Request a demo or trial at www.openlms.net to explore

Hear stories from other Open LMS users by reading 
success stories at www.elearnmagazine.com

Join us for an upcoming event! Explore our upcoming 
events at www.openlms.net/events

openlms.com

Open-Source Solutions

Why open source? We configure, manage, and 
continue to contribute to open-source LMS 
solutions because they provide you with the 
ultimate flexibility to build your ideal solution. 
Our open-source solutions can be integrated with 
a large variety of plugins, support many different 
content types, and be customized to meet your 
goals. We offer both single-tenant and multi-tenant 
solutions.

If it’s open source, why don’t I self-host?

We like to say that free isn’t really free when it 
comes to open source. We support open-source 
LMS solutions because they provide the most 
innovative and flexible solutions for institutions and 
organizations of all kinds. However, opensource 
hosting takes energy, time, and a deep level of 
expertise. Our team takes the strenuous and 
sometimes stressful task of hosting and managing 
your LMS off your hands. We’re the best at what we 
do and offer unlimited support to you to build the 
perfect customized learning management solution.
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